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f all the textbooks I have seen in my career 
in science education, this one is certainly a 
contender for being the most impressive and 
comprehensive. It is beautifully written, 
thoroughly researched, impressively illus-

trated, and provides an exhaustive treatment of all the 
key aspects of the biology of life. It is a great resource 
for high school, college, 
and university students, al-
though it was created for 
use primarily in the second-
ary-level biology class. It is 
also an invaluable reference 
book for teachers and lec-
turers. Beyond the formal 
study of biology, this is a 
book that, arguably, should 
be available to every family 
library for reference and the 
sheer enjoyment of explor-
ing biology! 

The layout of the book 
is most attractive. Its con-
tent is descriptive, analyti-
cal, and occasionally con-
troversial. The language is 
straight forward and easy to 
read. For each topic it pro-
vides introductory and 
background material, deals 
with the subject in an ap-
propriate level of detail, 
and gives useful short sum-
maries, reviews, and self-
check tests. It is among the 
most accessible textbooks I 
have seen.  

The sweep of this 700-

page book is breathtaking. It covers all relevant as-
pects of biology in some detail. From the macro 
through the micro to the molecular, it provides a com-
prehensive treatment of biological systems in a way 
that is readable and informative. You could not open 
this book without learning something about biological 
systems that you have almost certainly not en-

countered before.  
The treatment of biology 

is broad and diverse. It 
deals with plants, animals, 
and microbes, describing 
their structure from the vis-
ible through the hidden to 
the microscopic and mol-
ecular. It also covers topics 
such as taxonomy, cell 
structure, and genetics. In 
fact, I was unable to find 
any specific biological sub-
ject that was not treated to 
some degree. As a chemist 
by training, I was particu-
larly intrigued by the de-
tailed treatment of the mol-
ecular basis of life, as for 
example in DNA and RNA, 
and the intricate structure 
of proteins and the other 
macromolecules of life. 
There is also a full treat-
ment of the history of life 
on Earth and, in some de-
tail, of the fossil record and 
the issues associated with 
it, considering both the po -
ssibility of gradualism and 
catastrophism.  
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In addition, this text also deals fairly and objec-
tively with contemporary and sometimes controversial 
subjects like ecology, climate change, conservation, 
care for the environment, population pressures, use of 
natural resources, pollution, and biotechnology. All in 
all, it is hard to imagine a more comprehensive treat-
ment of biology.  

The scientific method is also carefully described, 
showing how experiments are designed, data are 
examined, and conclusions are drawn, sometimes 
tentatively, until confirmed or refuted by later dis-
coveries. It gives fascinating accounts of the work of 
famous scientists, both historical and contemporary, 
and shows how they came to their conclusions, 
sometime in the face of opposition from the estab-
lishment.  

However, what makes this textbook refreshingly 
different from all the others I have seen is that it 
tackles the controversial but vital topic of the existence 
of design in biological systems. Some would argue that 
this is an obvious deduction from the intricate and 
complex systems encountered within living organisms. 
However, the opposing position of scientific naturalism 
denies that this is so. This textbook faces fairly the 
whole question of how our worldview or philosophy 
can influence the conclusions we draw from the scien-
tific evidence.  

Most scientific textbooks, in line with the current 
scientific consensus, are constructed on the assump-
tion that scientific investigations and conclusions are 
completely unbiased—and this becomes most appar-
ent in the study of origins. The almost-universal Dar-
winian view of the origin and development of living 
things is that the processes involved are entirely natu-
ral and random, and that no agency beyond nature can 
be contemplated. This position is maintained even 
when it is obvious, for example, that the evolutionary 
account of origins has no credible explanation for the 
appearance of first life.  

This assumption was elaborated by the late distin-
guished scientist Richard Lewontin who asserted dog-
matically that in science, and especially in the study 
of origins, “we cannot allow a divine foot in the 
door.”* This reveals that the default position for the 
current scientific study of origins is not logical deduc-
tion, but an assumed philosophy—that of naturalism 
or materialism. In plain language, scientists are not al-
ways without bias and do sometimes allow a world-
view—an essentially atheistic one—to override the 
evidence.  

This textbook recognizes this anomaly and seeks to 
explore gently the opposing and intuitive position that 
a Designer may be at work. It addresses this question 

thoroughly and ably, considering, without bias, the 
two sides of this argument. It may come as a surprise 
to many students that the evidence for design in biol-
ogy and more widely in nature is, for scientific rea-
sons, utterly compelling. Even if you are not initially 
inclined to consider this conclusion, you owe it to your 
intellectual integrity to give this matter, raised in ByDe-
sign Biology, fair consideration.  

This textbook also gives proper place, briefly and 
fairly, to the traditional view of Christian theism and 
its implications in science. It deals with the biblical 
creation record in a respectful and non-dogmatic way 
and also considers the possible implications of Noah’s 
flood. All in all, it is a refreshing change from the suf-
focating pronouncement of secular Darwinists who 
brook no criticism of their positions.  

However, it is important to stress that this textbook 
is about very much more than the important explora-
tion of origins. It deals exhaustively with all aspects 
of academic and practical biology about which stu-
dents need to be aware and does so in a most access-
ible and satisfying way.  

Whether you are studying biology formally for 
examinations and qualifications, or are just an inter-
ested reader, this book will meet your needs. It is also 
a fabulous resource for teachers and will refresh their 
courses, lectures, and lessons. I cannot commend it 
too highly. ✐   
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equipment while doing science. But what few realize 
is the value of cooperative learning experiences. God’s 
Word is clear, “Two are better than one, because they 
have a good return for their labor: if either of them 
falls down, one can help the other up” (Ecclesiastes 
4:9, 10, NIV).3 Do you provide your students regular 
oppor tun ities to work collaboratively in project-based 
learning experiences so that they can sharpen their 
com mun i cation and cooperation skills? 

Many business professionals suggest that critical 
skills such as teamwork, organization, decision-making, 
and communication are needed to succeed; these are 
referred to as “soft skills.” Although these skills aren’t 
measured on standardized tests nor usually assessed on 
a report card after kindergarten. they are essential be -
cause most jobs require working with others. In the 
book The Global Achievement Gap, Tony Wagner, former 
professor at Harvard University, outlines seven skills 
teens need to succeed today.4 Many of these skills—
along with design thinking5—are incorporated into the 
Mission: Invent6 project, which the STEM Division of 
Andrews University (Berrien Springs, Michigan, U.S.A.) 
has designed for Adventist educators.  

The Mission: Invent initiative provides free curri -
culum and resources to Adventist educators so that they 
can do more collaborative problem-solving with their 
students. Mission: Invent incorporates elements of the 
traditional science fair with trifold boards and judges, 
but participants must work in teams using engineering 
design processes. Groups of students tackle a real-life 
problem, designing and building a prototype of a pos -
sible solution to their chosen problem. This opportunity 
builds 21st-century skills and focuses on integrating 
STEM with Bible classes and the humanities. I hope you 
will consider being a part of Mission: Invent in the 
future. If you are interested in learning more, check out 
this website: http://andrews.  edu/go/invent.  

Great teachers are always learning. They have a 
growth mindset and are willing to take on challenges. 
They are open to new methodologies, activities, and 
curriculums because they want the best for their 
students. Exceptional teachers want their schools to be 
communities of active learners engaged in excel lence 
in all areas of education, including biblical studies, the 
hum  anities, the sciences, arts, colla bo ration, and ser -
vice-learning. 

The theme of this issue is revitalizing Adventist 
education through STEM. We want our students well 
prepared to succeed at the next level, whether the next 
grade up, academy, careers, college, or graduate and 
professional schools. In this issue and the next, you will 
find various topics geared for small schools and others 
that can be adapted for use by any K-16 teacher. We hope 

this issue will equip teachers and parents with additional 
tools to implement in their classrooms. If you have a 
growth mindset, you will doubtless be able to glean 
gems from any of the articles to implement immed iately, 
whether or not you teach a STEM subject. ✐   
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     1. There are several acronyms used throughout this issue and 
in the literature on this topic: STEAM includes the arts, and for 
this issue, agriculture. STREAM includes reading, and for this 
issue, religion. 

2. World Railroad Records and Firsts (2022): https://www.    
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3. Ecclesiastes 4:9, 10, New International Version (NIV). Holy 
Bible, New International Version®, NIV® Copyright © 1973, 1978, 
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4. Tony Wagner, The Global Achievement Gap (New York: 
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5. “Design thinking” is one of the latest buzz phrases in the 
education world. This new teaching strategy doesn’t fall under 
STEM, although engineers tend to use design thinking in their 
processes. Nor does design thinking fall under humanities or the 
arts; it is a business principle. We don’t teach business at the 
elementary or secondary levels. However, design thinking 
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 6. The Mission: Invent program seeks to engage K-12 Advent-
ist educators in STEM by providing training, support, and nurture 
as they seek to equip students to think critically, solve real-world 
problems, innovate, and create opportunities for entrepreneurial 
endeavors. For more information, visit https://www. andrews. 
 edu/   cas/stem/invent/index.html.
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